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Followers of the Way, the view of the Ch’an school is that the sequence of death and life 

is orderly.  The student of Ch’an must examine this most carefully.  When host and guest meet, 

they vie with one another in discussion.  At times, in response to something, they may manifest a

form; at times they may act with their whole body; or they may, by picking up a tricky device, 

make a display of joy or anger; or they may reveal the half of the body; or again they may ride 

upon a lion or mount upon a lordly elephant.

Starting today, we have organized a one-week-long Dai-sesshin.

No matter what kind of Zazenkai you visit, whether it’s in Japan or here, once a roshi 

turns ninety years old, well, I guess it’s fair to say that no roshis still do sesshin when they’re 

ninety.

We can be sure that there are no ninety year old roshis still doing sesshin in Japan, but I 

guess we can’t say that about here.

Here there is one.

So, I think that we can say that I’m not in a position to do zazen, or to practice together 

with you.

But since there isn’t anyone to take my place, I have to climb up here on this high seat 

and practice together with all of you.

If only someone would get really serious, then that person, instead of me, could do zazen 

together with all of you, and it wouldn’t be necessary for me to climb all the way up here.

I think that this Jemez Zen Center has been here for about twenty years, but still nobody 

has appeared who can take my place, and so there’s nothing I can do about it.  I have to do it.

When I was getting in my seat today, I by mistake sat right on the beads that I carry, the 

jizu that I carry.

When I sat down with my knee, and I put some power into my knee to get into my sitting 

position, I broke the string on my beads.



In the same way as I broke that string that was holding the beads, I would be at peace if I 

could break the string, if I could cut the string that was in between you and I.

But since you won’t break yourselves apart like my beads broke themselves apart, since 

you can’t do me the favor of breaking yourselves apart like that, then no matter how much time 

passes, I still have to hold onto these beads.

Leaving aside the question of the people who have come to this sesshin from the outside, 

what about you who are wearing koromo, and are my monks?  What about just trying a little bit 

harder.

It’s not as if I’m going to live forever.

What if you become an osho and you start walking around with a face that says, “Hmm, I

don’t have to do zazen anymore?”  Who is the one who is troubled by that?  Is it you, or is it me?

I guess it must be you, because it doesn’t bother me actually.

When you get old like I am, you don’t hesitate in saying anything.  You just want to say 

everything.

Rinzai didn’t live to be old.  He died when he was in his fifties, but as his death 

approached, you can see from his talks that he had a lot that he wanted to tell his students before 

he died.

In the text it says first, “Do ryu, Followers of the Way,” meaning Rinzai is calling out to 

all of you who are practicing together with me.

Then he asks, “Have you seen clearly into the perspective of the Zen school, according to

the view of the Ch’an school?” it says in the text.

So all of you who are wearing koromo, the monks robes, if you are asked, “What is the 

Zen school?” how do you answer?

If you can’t answer clearly, of course you can’t be said to be able to teach Zen.  You 

can’t even be said to be able to practice Zen yourself.

When we talk about the nature, or the way of being of Zen, it’s the same as talking about 

the nature of this world.

According to Zen, the way we teach is that the nature of this world is the same as the 

nature of all of our selves.

The subtleness, the sharpness of Zen people is to be able to manifest the  wisdom that 

clearly understands the principle of the nature of the world and the nature of the self.



That is what Rinzai is saying yet again here:  that you must manifest the wisdom which 

clearly understands this principle.

As I always say, the activity which forms the world is an activity which has the activity 

of living and the activity of dying, or we could say the activity of plus and minus as its content.

These two activities of living and dying are mutually opposing one another.

The thing which has as its content these two mutually opposing activities, and is acting, is

this great cosmos.  That is the position of Tathagata Zen.

As I’ve said many times, we use the words tatha-gata, thus-going to mean living activity, 

and tatha-agata, thus-coming, to mean dying activity.

Although we explain, we define this universe as having these two mutually opposing 

activities as its content, if someone has a better explanation, a better way of explaining it, then 

that’s fine.

We are appearing within this great universe, and we are also disappearing into this great 

universe.

According to Tathagata Zen, the nature or way of being of the great universe itself, and 

the nature of all existent beings within the universe are not different.  They are one thing.

When one is able to manifest the wisdom which clearly knows the way of being of the 

great universe, at that time one also has manifested the wisdom that clearly knows the way of 

being of the self.

What I’m saying is that if you investigate the nature of the self, you’re investigating the 

nature of the cosmos, and if you investigate the nature of the world, or if you investigate the 

nature of the cosmos, you are at the same time investigating the nature of the self.

But, who is it that says such things as I’ve just said?

It goes without saying that it’s the self.

It’s the self which has developed consciousness, which is speaking.

So, it becomes a problem that we have to face, to ask ourselves, “What kind of activity do

the two mutually opposing activities do in order to give birth to the self?”

Zen practice is the practice of manifesting the wisdom which clearly knows why the self 

appears and why the self disappears.

People who come here to do zen practice, well I think probably they come carrying a lot 

of different problems or questions with them.  Some people might come wanting to become 



really strong, or some people might come wanting to cure some illness they have, or some people

might come wanting to escape from death, or they might come wanting to live forever, eternally.

What Zen is, is the teaching that the self appears and disappears through the functioning 

of these two mutually opposing activities of plus and minus.

So how about the case in which the self appears?  I think everybody will be really happy 

about this.

The case of the self disappearing, or we could say the self being hidden, if we say the self

dying, then everybody will be frightened.  But if we say simply that the self is hidden, then 

people won’t have any problem with it.

According to Tathagata Zen, these two activities of living and dying are unchanging.  

That is how we teach.  They never transform themselves into anything else.

These two mutually opposing activities, plus and minus, or if we want to say it more 

concretely, living and dying, they are the two activities which cause all of us to appear, and then 

lead us to death.

But in Zen we say that if we use the words life and death, or to be born and to die, that 

this is an incomplete way of speaking, and that instead of that we should talk about the self 

appearing and then being hidden.

So Zen says that all existent things must take the initiative in doing this activity.  They 

must themselves do the activity of making themselves appear and making themselves disappear.

Commonly, people say that Zen is the teaching of the activities of dying and living, and 

since people hate death, then people don’t want to study Zen, because they think that Zen is 

teaching about death.

In Tathagata Zen we say that truly there is no such thing as to be born or to die.

What I’m saying is that all existent beings, from a stone to a plant, to an insect, to a fish, 

to a bird, to an animal, and including yourself, all existent beings are doing this same activity, of 

appearing and hiding.

If we say then, that Zen is doing this repetitive activity of appearing and hiding over and 

over again, or if we say that Zen is manifesting the wisdom which clearly understands the 

process of this repetitive appearing and hiding, then I think that there’ll be nothing at all 

frightening about Zen.

Human beings, no matter who you are, if you hear the word “die,” everybody  will be 



afraid.

What I’m saying is that existent things may appear and disappear through these activities 

that we call birth and death, but the existent things themselves do not truly have birth or death.

For those of you wearing koromo, I’m sure there are times when you have to give talks 

on Zen.  So, don’t make mistakes when you are explaining this principle of living and dying.

According to Tathagata Zen, these two, this pair of mutually opposing activities, we can 

call them tatha-gata and tatha-agata, or living and dying, this activity of this pair, is at least 

temporarily what we teach, something that never changes, that is in a sense eternal.

But we also say that without fail, inevitably these two mutually opposing activities, plus 

and minus, thus-going and thus-coming, will manifest a state of unification, and this state of 

unification is the state of zero.  It cannot be said to be existing, nor can it be said to be not 

existing.

This is what we call the complete, or perfected condition.

The complete condition, the condition of zero is a condition which is unique.  It is a 

condition which can be described as one and only one.

There are not two conditions.

I just described this one and only condition as the perfected complete condition, but also 

we can call it the state of true love.

We can also call this condition of completion, or the condition of true love, the 

manifestation of ultimate truth, or the manifestation of one true nature.

When the condition of perfection, or the condition of zero, or the condition of true love is

manifest, that is also the manifestation of the condition of perfected wisdom.  It’s a condition in 

which it’s absolutely not necessary to think.

In Buddhism we call this manifestation of perfected wisdom the manifestation of prajña, 

or hannya.

In Sanskrit, the term used for prajña or perfected wisdom is anyaku-sambho-dai-a.

In Chinese Buddhism they describe prajña as the wisdom which is the most supreme 

wisdom, the wisdom that nothing can go beyond, the light of wisdom.

As you can see, many different names were given to this manifestation of the condition of

true love, or manifestation of the condition of zero, but all of them point to a condition in which 

the self has disappeared.



As long as the thinking self is present, it’s not possible to manifest true love.

People often say that it isn’t possible for people to continue to live without love.

But people who are saying this are manifesting their thinking selves, and so, while 

manifesting their thinking selves, they’re not able to manifest true love.

When you say people cannot live without true love, you must dissolve the consciousness 

which is thinking that thought.  If you can’t dissolve that consciousness, then you can’t manifest 

true love for yourself.

What I want you to learn carefully here, so that you’ll never forget it is that, although 

everyone, I think, wants to manifest true love, it’s not possible to manifest true love unless you 

dissolve your thinking self.

But Buddhism also tells us that everything, inevitably will manifest true love, everything 

from a plant to a bird to an animal to a human being.  All things will manifest true love.

Everyone does the activity of dissolving their thinking self and bringing into being the 

condition of peace of mind.

Oppositely, we can say that there is no activity other than the activity of dissolving the 

self that will bring the self to salvation.

Somehow or another, we all have to investigate these two activities, of the appearance of 

the self and the disappearance of the self, and we have to be able to manifest the wisdom which 

understands these activities.

When we are doing our investigation into the nature of the self, and into the nature of this

world which is the home of the self, then somehow or another we have to learn to acknowledge 

and recognize the two mutually opposing activities.

This is what Rinzai is saying.  He is facing his classmates, we can say.  He’s facing these 

people who are studying along with him, and he’s encouraging them in this way.

What he’s telling them is that the nature of Zen is totally simple.  It’s completely clear.  

There’s nothing that you need to have a doubt about.

What Rinzai is saying here clearly is that the plus and minus activity are acting together.  

We can say they’re acting in one home, or in one room, or in one world, but anyway, it’s one 

world that they’re acting in, and he’s saying that this is completely clear.  There’s no problem or 

doubt you should have about this.

To explain in detail, the plus activity is doing the plus activity and forming the world of 



plus.

The minus is doing the activity of minus, and manifesting the world of minus.

Other than that, there are no other kinds of worlds.

But, these two worlds are not always opposing one another.

Plus is acting in the world of minus.  Plus is using the world of minus as the place that he 

acts in.

Minus, oppositely, is using the world of plus as the place that she acts in.

Plus and minus both are using one world as the place in which they are acting.

The worlds of plus and minus are using this same one world as the place in which they do

their activity.

When we ask, “Who is it that says this?” of course it is those people who have been 

enlightened to this who speak about it.

All of you, as well, if you have enlightenment into this activity that knows that within one

world the activities of plus and minus are working, then you will manifest the wisdom that there 

are no Buddhas, there are no enlightened ones outside of yourself.

In Tathagata Zen we say inevitably, if you can manifest the wisdom which clearly knows 

the nature of existent things and the nature of the world, then you will come to this same 

understanding.

If you can manifest the wisdom that knows that plus and minus are doing the activity of 

living, are doing the activity of residing within one home, within one world, then you can be said

to be firmly on the path of learning Zen, or studying Zen.

What Rinzai is telling us is that this activity, there’s nothing more clear than it.

In the text, when it says that the student of Ch’an must examine this most carefully, what 

he means is that you must throw yourself into the investigation of this principle.

This is when we finally can enter into the practice of clearly understanding this principle.

For people who are just beginning their study of Zen, it’s an extremely difficult thing to 

start studying.

Even those who have been studying for five and ten years, just like the newcomer, it’s a 

very difficult thing to really be clear about what Rinzai is saying here.

But for a kind of person who isn’t tied up by things, a kind of person who can think 

without fixating their self, for that kind of person, immediately they will be able to grasp what 



Rinzai is saying here.

But for everyone, it seems that the way of being of their self is to fixate their “I am” self, 

and never be able to be free from it.

No matter how much you try to fixate your self, I don’t know how many tens of 

thousands of years this human world has been in existence, but try looking for a self which is 

fixated.  You’ll never be able to see it.

Tathagata Zen teaches that the “I am” self is an incomplete self.

As long as you are an “I am” sort of a self, then you are an incomplete, imperfect existent

thing.

In the case that plus proclaims itself “I am,” then of course minus will not be “I am.”

Oppositely, if minus proclaims that she is “I am,” then plus cannot be “I am” at the same 

time.

All the time when an “I” is proclaimed, when a self is proclaimed, immediately, 

simultaneously an other, something that is not the self also comes into existence.

When we look at the separation of plus and minus, we can see that this is also the world 

of men and women.

Whether it’s a man or a woman, it doesn’t matter.  When the self proclaims itself an “I 

am” self and makes itself the subject, then that which is not the self becomes the object.

Also, when one has proclaimed oneself this “I am” self, the existence of God also 

becomes an object.

As soon as all of you say the words God or Buddha, already you have taken God or 

Buddha as an object, and that is no longer the true way of being.

If you listen to the radio, from early in the morning to late at night you can hear, “God, 

God, God,” over and over again, and when you do this kind of listening you can know clearly 

that these speakers don’t like the position of subject, and they yearn after the position of object.

There’s nothing wrong with that.

To love the object better than you love the subject is a fine thing.

I wonder if in religions in general they teach you, “Throw away your self and become the

object.”  I wonder if they teach that or not.

Men are always talking about women.  They’re always talking about the world of 

women.



It seems like women are the same way.  If you get three women together, at once they’ll 

start blabbering on and on about men, saying things like, “You can’t live without ‘em.”

So it’s fine to think that the subject wants to become the object, or the object wants to 

become the subject.

It’s extremely important, therefore, for men to throw away man, and women to throw 

away woman, and manifest the condition of unification.

But without the dissolving of the self, without throwing the self away, then the condition 

which is neither subject nor object will never appear.

Then Rinzai finally gets into the details of practice, when he starts talking about the 

meeting of host and guest.  He says, “You must clearly study the situation where subject and 

object meet one another.”

In this case, subject and object both disappear and manifest zero.

So, now that we’ve finally gotten to the place in the text where he starts talking about 

practice, I will get into it tomorrow.


